OBEDIENCE IS A MUST!
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Face mask maybe a normal thing nowadays. Everywhere you go, it looks as if there’s this thing that is going to be afraid of. It is a typical thing nowadays. Some even make it a fashion statement wearing one. But why are we wearing it anyway? For protection? I suppose. We ware it to guard us from this virus that brought such a lot hassle, trouble, conflict and brought lots of fear to all humans.

We are on the times where we aren’t sure anymore of what’s safe and what’s not. Days that so gloomy that some think, are we going to surpass it? It seems that this pandemic brought lots of fear to any or all. All over the globe, people are finding solutions to end this pandemic. Everywhere you go, everything seems to be so odd.

So what’s normal now? How long are we going to face this kind of dilemma that we are facing? It’s been months now, still the virus that caused human to be abnormal exists. Are we humans the one to blame because of this virus? Different opinions, regarding that, but we need facts.

We’ve done everything for a living. We didn’t give much concern on our environment. Now, the planet is healing and so are we. What this pandemic taught us is for us to be more vulnerable of one another. It just leads us to the normal thing before. Where helping is a prime. Where taking care of oneself is a priority. Where to be with family must be the foremost important thing within the world.

So, how long this pandemic really would be? No one can tell. Experts around the world are so busy with different solutions to fight it. History repeats itself I suppose.
Back then, pandemic occurred on their time and surpassed it. One day, I do know we’ll all get up, with vaccine available for this virus. I know, because I believe that there is a reason for all of this. We may never know when, where and how, but I do believe this too shall pass.

As for the instant that the virus remains wavin, we want to form ourselves be adopted to the new normal. It had been hard I do know. But I know, patience would be the most effective virtue. God allows it to happen to bring glory to His name. Simply because His thinking is far better than ours. His ways are much better than ours.

New normal isn’t bad in the end. Humans must be knowledgeable now. Be of subject to authority is additionally a requirement nowadays. New normal might we be in nowadays, but it’ll lead us back to normal if we obey what has to be obeyed.
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